This walking route was created to
encourage walking and exploring throughout the beautiful area of
Osakis, MN. This map was designed by Active Living Douglas
County as part of a series in hopes that each walker may
discover more about our great city.
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Heritage Center – This is an incorporated, non-profit 501 organization that
thrives to discover, preserve and share the history of Osakis and the surrounding
area. Seven people, all of whom are volunteers on the board of directors, carry the
organization. There is a research collection from 1891-2005, which also includes
some history on Douglas County and Todd County. The Osakis Heritage Center is a
chapter of the Douglas County Historical Society. These two groups work together,
but are also independent. The plan is to establish a center in Osakis dedicated to the
preservation of Osakis heritage.
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Grandpa’s Attic – Grandpa’s Attic opened in 1984. First owners were the
Wrights, and today, the present owners are Karen and Don Koopman. Grandpa’s
Attic is located in a charming two-story Victorian house, with an annex. Tourists are
drawn here by the unique antiques, many of which are rare, old and fragile.
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Bill Sliper Park – The Bill Sliper, (Lions) Park is located at the intersection of
Highway 127 and 1st Avenue East on the southeast edge of Osakis. A shelter house,
restroom, and sandpit volleyball courts are provided. The Lions maintain the park
and take care of it, with the help of the city. The Lions raise money for the park and
put new items into the park with the money raised.
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Osakis Medical Clinic – The Osakis Medical Clinic is a satellite office of the
Alexandria Clinic. In 1995, the Osakis Clinic was doubled in size to accommodate four
physicians. Osakis Medical Clinic physicians provide multi-specialty care as well as
time for urgent care visits on an unscheduled basis.
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